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A theory of computational geometry, inwhich it is discussed how geometrical 
properties of pattern are reflected in the structure of "parallel" information 
processing machine like Perceptron, was proposed by Minsky and Papert (1969). 
The theory has been extended by Uesaka (1971) to analog Perceptrons with 
real-valued inputs and output. One of the concepts playing a central role in 
this theory is "order" which expresses a certain kind of complexity of a parallel- 
type machine. Thus, the main theme of the theory is to establish the method- 
ology for determining the order of a given Perceptron. Although the group- 
invariance theorem, the classification theorem, etc., were already obtained 
as methods for evaluating the order, their applications to a Perceptron demand 
that it must have a certain kind of property--e.g., it must be a symmetrical 
function. Thus, in the present paper, new methods applicable to the wider 
range of Perceptrons will be given. In those methods, a given Perceptron is 
first decomposed in additive and/or multiplicative form, and next the order of 
the Perceptron is determined from the orders of decomposed Perceptrons. 
Those methods enable us to evaluate the order of a Pereeptron expressible with 
a polynominal or a real analytic function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theory of computational geometry, in which it is discussed how geometri- 
cal properties of pattern are reflected in the structure of a "parallel" informa- 
tion processing machine like Perceptron, was proposed by Minsky and Papert 
(1969). The theory has been extended by Uesaka (1971) to analog Pereeptrons 
with real-valued inputs and output. The main theme of the theory is the 
classification of certain geometrical properties according to the type of 
computation ecessary to determine whether a given pattern has them. An 
index of the classification, called "order," which expresses a certain kind 
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of “complexity” of a parallel information processing machine, plays a central 
role in the theory. The current aim of the computational geometry is to 
establish the methodology for evaluating the order of given Perceptrons. 
Mathematically, the problem of evaluating the order of a Perceptron is to 
determine the smallest number of variables necessary to make an additive 
representation of a given multivariable function in functions of a smaller 
number of variables. Although the methods for this purpose were already 
obtained as the group-invariance theorem, the classification theorem and, etc. 
(Uesaka, 1971), th eir application to a Perceptron demands that it must have a 
certain kind of property-e.g., it must be a symmetrical function. In order 
to evaluate the order of more various Perceptrons, we consider a decomposi- 
tion of a given Perceptron into more simple Perceptrons. The aim of the 
present paper is to establish the method for evaluating the order of a given 
Perceptron with utilization of the orders of decomposed Perceptrons. 
In Section 2, the definitions concerned with an analog Perceptron are 
briefly summarized within a necessary scope to the present paper. InSections 
and 4, we shall discuss about the order when a Perceptron is decomposed in 
“additive” or “multiplicative” forms, respectively. In Section 5, we shall 
give, as examples of application of the results, methods for evaluating the 
order of a Perceptron expressible in a polynominal or a real analytic function 
2. ANALOG PERCEPTRON 
Though an analog Perceptron was already defined in detail in Uesaka 
(1971), the summary of definitions will be given in this section within a 
necessary scope to the present paper. 
Let E be the set of all of real numbers. By nJ we mean the set of all maps 
from U to E, where U is a subset of En, i.e., a direct product of n E's. That is, 
A value offE U for x = (xi ,..., x,) E U is denoted byf(X) orf(q ,..., xn). 
Variables of a map in U are usually denoted by xi ,..., x, . The set of these 
variables is denoted by R and called the “retina”: R = (x1 ,..., xn}. By{(x) 
we mean a map with the variable x, which is induced from f by fixing the 
variables in R - {x}. 
DEFINITION 1. A variable x E R is “effective” for f if and only if there is 
at least one nonconstant map!(x). 
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DEFINITION 2. The set of all of effective variable of f ~ U is called the 
"support" o f f  and denoted by s(f). 
The support s(f)  means intuitively a set of variables all of which affect he 
value off. For instance, s(x 1 q- x2) = {xl, x2} , while S(Xl(Xl + x2) -- xlx2) = 
{xl}. 
For a subset A of the retina R, consider asubfamily of U, which is defined as 
Lc(A) = {f; s(f)  C_ A, f ~ U}. (2) 
Let the family of all subsets of R be denoted by 2 R. Then, an analog Perceptron 
and its order have been defined as follows (Uesaka, 1971). 
DEFINITION 3. Let s C 2 R. If  for every A e S there exist u A e Ur(A) such 
that f e U can be expressed for any X ~ U as 
f (X )  = ~ u,~(X), 
AsS 
then f is said to be an "analog Perceptron with respect o S." The maps 
uA in (3) are called "submaps." 
Expression (3) may be more briefly written as f = ~nss un. This re- 
presentation will be mainly used in the following. Any f e U is necessarily 
an analog Perceptron with respect o a certain s C 2 R. So, the word "map" 
will be occasionally employed instead of "analog Perceptron." 
Let l A ] denote the cardinality (i.e., the number of elements) of a set d.  
By max A and min A we mean the maximum and minimum elements, 
respectively, when a set A is totally ordered. 
DEFINITION 4. For 8C2 R we denote as [[ SII = max{] d l; d ~S}. The 
"order" of an analog Perceptronfe U, denoted by o(f), is defined as 
o(f) = min{[[ S Ii; fe/~(S)}, (4) 
where N(S) is the set of all analog Perceptrons with respect o S. 
Intuitively speaking, the order of f expresses how one can decrease the 
cardinality of the support, i.e., the number of effective variables, of submaps 
uA which are employed to make an additive representation f f as in (3). 
The origin of an analog Perceptron and the physical meaning of the concept 
of the order are stated in Uesaka (1971). The following lemma, strictly 
derived from definition, gives an important feature of the order, which is 
often used for proving theorems. 
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LEMMA 5. Consider a representation of f ~ U as f = ~A~s UA. I f  
] S(UA)[ ~ k for every A ~ S, then o(f) ~ k. 
In the remainder of this section, some representation forms giving a certain 
constraint to (3) are introduced, and their properties are briefly stated as 
preliminaries for the subsequent discussion. 
DEFINITION 6. Equation (3) is said to be a "normal representation" 
o f f  if ] s(uA) ] ~ o(f) for every A E S. 
LEMMA 7. An 3, analog Perceptron is normally representable. 
Proof. Suppose that f ~ U is not normally representable. Then, for any 
representation of f: f----~,A~s UA, there exists an A ~ S such that 
I s(uA)l > o(f). Therefore, by definition, the order of f would be greater 
than o(f). This is a contradiction. 
DEFINITION 8. An analog PerceptronfE U is said to be "global" if
o(f) = I s(f)b (5) 
DEFINITION 9. Equation (3) is a "global representation" fo r f~ U, if (3) 
is a normal representation for f and every UA (A E S) is global. 
LEMMA 10. Any analog Perceptron is globally representable. 
Proof. By induction on the order. Evidently, a Perceptron which is of 
order 0 is globally representable. Next, suppose that any Perceptron of which 
order is smaller than or equal to k be globally representable (inductive 
hypothesis). Let f ~ U be a Perceptron of order k + 1, of which any normal 
representation is as follows: 
f = ~, ua. (6) 
AsS 
Its representability s guaranteed by Lemma 7. If every u~(A ~ S) is global, 
there is nothing to prove because (6) is surely a global representation f f. 
On the other hand, if there exists a uA which is not global, in view of (6) 
being a normal representation f f  and Definition 8, we have that 
o(uA) < ] s(uA)l ~< o(f) = k + 1. 
Hence, UA is globally representable in view of the inductive hypothesis. Thus, 
representing globally all submaps in (6) which are not global and inserting 
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these representations i to (6), we have the global representation for f as a 
result. Therefore, any Perceptron of order k q- 1 is also globally representable. 
Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that, according to the representation form, a Perceptron 
may be represented in normal form and/or global form. For example, consider 
the Perceptron 
f (X )  = X lX  2 A y x 3 + x 4 . 
The representation form 
f ~-  U 1 "q- Zig, 
udX)  = xlx~, udX)  = x~ + x4 
(7) 
is normal but not global. In effect, since o( f )= 2 as shown later and 
r s(ul)[ = [ s(uz)] = 2 ~ o(f), that form is normal. However, it is not global 
because Is(us)[ > o(u2) = 1. On the other hand, the representation form 
f = v 1 + v~ + %, t 
vdX)  = xlx2, vdX ) : x~, vdX)  = x41 
(8) 
is global. In effect, it is evidently normal. Furthermore, it is global because 
[ s(vi)] = o(vi) for i = 1, 2, 3. 
DEFINITION 1 1. If UA in (3) satisfies the condition 
O(UA) = o(f), (9) 
then UA is said to be a "maximal submap" o f f  in the representation (3). 
LEMMA 12. For any normal representation of an analog Perceptron, there 
exists at least one maximal submap. 
Proof. Let (6) be an arbitrary normal representation f f s  U. Suppose 
that every UA(A ~ S) is not the maximal submap. Since, by definition, the 
order can not exceed the cardinality of the support and (6) is normal, for 
every A ~ S the following holds: O(UA) ~ I S(UA)[ ~ o(f). Therefore, UA not 
being a maximal submap is equivalent to the inequality 
O(UA) < o(f). (10) 
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Make a normal representation for every UA as 
u A= ~ v(~ A), A~S.  ( l l )  
B~T A 
This representability is guaranteed by Lemma 7. Since (10) holds for every 
UA, I s(v(~m)l < o(f)  for A E S and B ~ T~. Therefore, inserting (11) into the 
right-hand side of (10), we see that f could be expressed by the sum of 
submaps of which cardinality of supports are ali smaller than o(f). Namely, 
the order o f f  is smaller than o(f), and this is a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
3. DECOMPOSITIONS IN ADDITIVE FORM AND ORDER 
In this section, we shall consider a mettmd for evaluating the order as 
follows. First, we decompose a given Perceptron i  the additive form. Second, 
we evaluate the order of the Perceptron by using orders of decomposed 
Perceptrons. 
For this purpose, we introduce a concept of sum of Perceptrons. 
DEFINITION 13. A "product" of a Perceptronf6 U and a real number a, 
and a "sum" of two Perceptrons f, g ~ U are defined as 
(4 ) (X)  = af(X),  
( f  + g)(X) = f (x )  + g(X), 
respectively. 
Then, we can see the following basic relation between the operation defined 
above and the order. 
THEOI~M 14. (1) For any nonzero real number a, o(af) -~ o(f). 
(2) For f, g ~ U, o(f  + g) <~ max{o(f), o(g)}. 
(3) For f l  ,..., fra c U, o(fl + "'" -I- fro) ~ max{o(fl),..., o(fm)}. 
Proof. (1) Let (6) be a normal representation ff. This representability 
is guaranteed by Lemma 7. Then, for every A e S, [ S(UA)] <~ o(f). Defining 
VA for every A e S as v A = aUA, we obviously see that af = ~a~s va and 
1 S(VA)I ~ o(f)  for every A ~ S. Hence, o(af) <~ o(f)  by Lemma 5. 
On the other hand, let (6) be a normal representation for af. Defining 
v A for every A e S as vA = a-lua, we can evidently see that f = ~]A~s vA 
and VA e S, [ S(VA)[ <~ o(af). Hencel o(f)  <~ o(af). Combining the former 
result with this, we have finally that o(af) = o(f). 
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(2) Let us make normal representations forf and g as 
f = ~ UA, g = 2 Ve, (12) 
A~S BeT 
respectively. Defining wcfor every C e S v3 T as 
l 
uc, if C~S- -  T, 
wc -- Vc , if C ~ T -- S, 
Uc@Vc,  if CeSn T, 
we see easily that f + g = 3~c~sur Wc. Hence, by the definition of order, 
o(f + g) <~ max{] S(Wc)]; C ~ S u T} 
= max{#& #T}, 
where #S = max{] S(UA)I; A ~ S} and #T = max{[ s(vB)l; B ~ T}. Since (12) 
is a normal representation, #S ~ o(f) and #T ~ o(g). Thus, (2) is obtained. 
(3) The detail of proof is dropped since the assertion can be easily 
verified by induction on m and result (2). Q.E.D. 
Given a Perceptron f, its order can be evaluated by the theorem above- 
mentioned if f is decomposed as f~ + .." +fm and the order of each fi is 
easily determined. In this context, if we decompose f so that the equality in 
the theorem holds, we can precisely determine the order off .  So, we shall 
investigate the condition of the equality holding. 
THEOREM 15. (1) In case o fo ( f )So(g) ,  o ( f+g)  = max{o(f), o(g)}. 
(2) In case of o(f) = o(g), o(f + g) = o(f) = o(g) if both o f f  and g are 
gbbal and s(f) v~ s(g). 
Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we assume that o(f) > o(g). It is 
enough for proof to show that o(f + g) >/o(f), since o(f + g) <~ o(f) in view 
of (2) of Theorem 14. Letting h =f  + g, by (2) and (1) of Theorem 14, we 
have that o(f) = o(h + (--g)) <~ max{o(h), o(--g)} = max(o(h), o(g)}, i.e., 
o(f) ~ max{o(h), o(g)}. (13) 
On the other hand, since o(f) > o(g) by assumption, the following holds: 
o(h) > o(g). 04) 
In fact, if o(h) ~ o(g), then (13) yields that o(f) ~ o(g). But this contradicts 
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the assumption o( f )> o(g). Therefore, we have from (13) and (14) that 
o( f )  ~ o(h) ~- o( f  + g). This is the relation which we want to obtain. 
(2) Let k ~ o( f )  = o(g). In view of (2) of Theorem 14, it is enough for 
proof to show that o(f  + g) >/k.  Suppose that o( f  + g) < h. Then, in a 
normal representation f f  + g, 
f+g= ~ UA, (15) 
A~S 
the inequality I s(u~)[ < k holds for every A ~ S. The representation (15) can 
be rewritten as 
f=  ~ uA--g. (16) 
AeS 
Since f and g are global by assumption, 
] s(f)l = o(f )  = o(g) = ] s(g)[, (17) 
and furthermore s(f )  =/: s(g). Hence, s(g) --  s( f )  is not empty. In fact, if it is 
empty, then s(g) C s(f) ,  and namely [s(g)l < I s(f)I. This inequality contra- 
dicts (17). Now, we insert appropriate constants into variables in s(g) - -  s(f) .  
The results of this insertion in g and UA are denoted by g' and UA', respectively. 
Since there occurs no change in f,  (16) becomes 
f = E .A ' -g ' .  (18) 
AeS 
Noting that I s(g')l < [ s(g)] = o(g) = k, we see that f  in (18) is represented 
by the sum of submaps, the supports of which are all smaller than k in 
cardinality, and hence that o(f )  < k. This assertion, however, contradicts 
the assumption o(f)  = k. 
COROLLARY 16. For m Perceptrons f l  , . . . , f~ , let k = max{o(A),... , o(f~)}. 
Consider a family of Perceptrons as 
~z = {fl ; o(fi) = h, 1 ~ i ~ m}. 
Then, 
(1) in case of[ ~z I = 1, o(fl + "'" + f~) = k. 
(2) In case of ] Izl ~- 2, o( f  1 + "" + f~n) = k if every f is global, and 
3g ~ ~, V fe  ~ -- {g}: s(g) @- s(f) .  
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Proof. (1) Without loss of generality, we assume that F = (jr}. Letting 
g =f2 + .*. +fm 7 we can see by (3) of Theorem 14 that o(g) = o(fi + 
a** +fm) = max(o(f&..., o&)> < o(fi), because o(fJ > o(fJ (i = 2,..., HZ) 
by assumption. Thus, applying (1) of Theorem 15 to fi and g, we have that 
O(fi + ..* +fm> = o(fl + g) = max{o(fJ, o(g)} = o(.,h> = k. Hence we 
have (1). 
(2) In view of (3) of Theorem 14, it is enough for proof to show that 
4fi + ..* + fm) 3 lz. Suppose that o(fr + .‘* +fm) < k. Then, in a normal 
representation offi + ... + fm , 
the inequality of j s(uA)/ < k holds for every A E S. Without loss of generality, 
we take [F and g in the corollary as 
5 = {h Y.,fi> and g =f17 
respectively, where 2 < 1 < m. Then, (19) is rewritten as 
(20) 
fl = c uA - g- 2 ha (21) 
AES j=1+1 
By assumption, s(fJ - s(fr) is not empty for i = 2,..., 1. In fact, if one 
of those, e.g., s(fj) - s(jr) were empty, then s(fj) & s(fr) because s(fr) f s(fj). 
Furthermore, since both of fj and fi are global, o(fjj) = / s(fj)i < ( s(fl)I = 
o(fJ, and hence fj 4 [F. But, this is a contradiction. 
Now, noting that s(fJ - s(fJ (i = 2,..., 2) is not empty, for (21) we insert 
appropriate constants into variables in uza s(fJ - s(jr). Resultants of this 
insertion in uA and fi are denoted by uA and fi’, respectively. There occurs, of 
course, no change in fl . Then (21) becomes 
fi = c UA’ - 
AES 
(22) 
In the right-hand side, / ~(a~‘)] <k and, for j = I + l,..., m, o(fj’) < k 
since fj $ iF. Furthermore, noting that s(fJ - s(fJ # @ for i == Z,..., I, we 
have that 1 s(fi’)/ < j s(f<)[ = k. Th ere f ore, inserting the normal representa- 
tions of fj’(j = 1+ l,..., m) into (22), we see that fi is represented by 
the sum of submaps, the supports of which are all smaller than k in cardinality, 
and that o(fi) < K by Lemma 5. This inequality means that fi $5, and 
it contradicts (20). Q.E.D. 
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4. DECOMPOSITIONS IN IV[ULTIPLICATIVE FORM AND ORDER 
In this section, we shall discuss in a similar way as in Section 3 on the 
order when a Perceptron is decomposed in multiplicative form. For this 
purpose, we introduce a concept of product of Perceptrons. 
DEFINITION 17. A "product" of two Perceptrons f, g e U is defined as 
(fg)(X) = f (X)g(X) .  
Then, the following basic relation holds with respect to the order. 
Proof. (1) 
we can write 
THEOREM 18. (1) For f, g ~ U, o(fg) ~ o(f) + o(g). 
(2) For k ,..., f~ ~ U, o(f~ "" f~) <~ o(f~) + "" + o(f~). 
Let (12) be normal representations of f and g. Evidently, 
Yg=EEuAv. 
A~S B~T 
Hence, by the definition of normal representation, the inequality of 
[ S(UAVB)] ~ ] s(uA)I + ] s(v,)l ~ o(f) + o(g) holds for every UAV~(A ~ S, 
B e T). Thus, we have from Lemma 5 that o(fg) ~ o(f) + o(g). 
(2) Obvious by induction on m. Q.E.D. 
We shall next investigate he condition of the equality in the above assertion 
holding. For this, a lemma will be prepared. 
LEMMA 19. (1) I f  both o f f  and g are global and s(f) n s(g) -~ ~5, then 
their product fg is also global and o(fg) = o(f) ~- o(g). 
(2) I f  all off1,... ,f~ ~ U are global and s(fl),..., s(fm) are mutually disjoint, 
then their product f l  .... , f~ is also global and o(fl "" f~) = o(fx) + ... + o(f~). 
Proof. (1) If the equation 
o(fg) = o(f) + o(g) (23) 
holds, thenfg is global since] s(fg)I ~- I s(f)l z_ I s(g)l = o(f) + o(g) -~ o(fg) 
by s(f) n s(g) ~ ~. Now, we shall show (23). By Theorem 18, it is enough 
for this to show that o(fg) >/o(f)  + o(g). Suppose that o(fg) < o(f) + o(g). 
Then, in a normal representation ffg, 
fg = • ua, (24) 
AeS 
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the inequality 
I S(UA)l ~ o(fg) < o(f) 4- o(g) (25) 
holds for every d e S. Obviously from (24), we can solve the right-hand side 
of (24) into factors as 
A~S 
f - -  ~ vB, g = • wc,  (27) 
BeT C~ U 
where (27) are normal representations o f f  and g, respectively. Furthermore, 
by Lemma 12, there exist in (27) the maximal submaps o f f  and g, denoted 
by v* and w*, respectively. Thus, 3A ~ S, UA = v'W* in view of (26). 
Since s(v*) n s(w*) = ;~ with attention to the equation of s(f) c3 s(g) = ~,  
we have that ] S(UA) I = i S(V*)[ 4- I S(W*)] = o(f) 4- o(g), contradicting (25). 
Here, the last equality is due to V* and w* being maximal submaps. 
(2) The detail is dropped because the proof is easily done by induction on 
m. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 20. (1) If, for two Perceptrons f, g ~ U, there exist normal 
representations which satisfy the following condition (*), then 
o(fg) = o(f) 4- o(g). (28) 
(*) In each representation o f f  and g, there exist the maximal submaps u* 
and v* o f f  and g, respectively, such that s(u*) n s(v*) = ;g. 
(2) If, for m Perceptrons f l ,..., f,~ E U, there exist normal representations 
which satisfy the following condition (**), then 
o(fa "" f~) = o(A) q- "'" + o(f~). (29) 
(**) In each representation off1 ,..., f,~, there exist the maximal submaps 
ul*,..., urn* of f l  ,...,f,~, respectively, such that ul*,... , u~* are mutually 
disjoint. 
Proof. (1) In view of (1) of Theorem 18, it is enough for proof to show 
that o(fg) >/o(f)  4- o(g). Let (12) be normal representations of f and g, 
satisfying (*). Then, in the equation 
fg == Z Z UAV~, (30) 
A~,ff B~T 
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obviously 
o(fg) ~ o(uAvn) (31) 
for every A ~ S and B ~ T. Applying Lemma 19 to the maximal submaps u*, 
v* satisfying (*), we have that o(u*v*) ~- o(u*) + o(v*) = o(f) + o(g), and, 
with this and (31), finally that o(fg) --= o(f) + o(g). 
(2) By induction on m. When m -= 1, obvious. Suppose that the assertion 
holds for m. Let ul*,..., u*+l be a set of maximal submaps, satisfying (**), 
in each normal representation ff1 ,..., fro, respectively. Then, ul* ..- u~* is 
also the maximal submap off1 ""fro. If fact, since ui* is a submap in the 
normal representation ff~, o(u~*) <~ I s(ui*)l <~ o(f~). Combining this with 
the equation of o(ui*) = o(f/), we have, that o(ui*) -= I s(u,*)l, i.e., ul* is 
global. Furthermore, since by (**), s(ul*),..., s(u~*) are mutually disjoint, 
o(ul* "'" u~*) = o(u~*) + ... + o(u,,*) 
-= o(fl) + "'" + o(f~) 
-~ o(fl "" f~) (32) 
by (2) of Lemma 19. Thus, ul* "" u~* is the maximal submap off1 ""f,~. 
The last equality of (32) is due to the inductive hypothesis. 
Now, s(ul* "" u~*) and s(u*+l ) have evidently no intersection. Noting that 
ul* "" u~* and u*+l are the maximal submaps in normal representations of 
f l " " f~ and f~ + 1, respectively, we have, therefore, that o(fl ""f,~f~+x) = 
o(fl ""f~) -t- o(fi,+a) = o(fl) + "'" + o(f~) q- o(f,~+x). For the last equality, 
the inductive hypothesis used again. Q.E.D. 
THEORZM 21. I f  (29) of Theorem 20 holds, then, conversely for f l  ..... f~ , 
there exist global representations satisfying (**) in Theorem 20. 
Proof. We shall show the contrapositive of the theorem. Namely, letting 
the equations 
f~ = ~ Ua, , i = 1,..., m (33) 
Aie s~ 
be arbitrary global representations forf l  ..... f~,, respectively, we show that 
(29) does not hold if there exists a nondisjoint pair of s(ui*) and s(uj*) within 
any set of s(ul*),..., s(u~*) which are the maximal submaps off/s, respectively. 
From (33), 
f~ "" f~ = E "'" E ual "" uAm " (34) 
AXeS 1 Am~S m 
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If, in a term UA, "'" UA~ of the right-hand side of (34), at least one of UA~ .... , UA m , 
e.g., UA~ is not the maximal submap, then l S(UA~)] = O(UA) < o(f~) by (33) 
being a global representation. Hence, 
Is(u< "'" uA~)l -~ I s(u<)l + "'" + i s(u~,,,)l 
< o(k) + ... + o(f~). (35) 
On the other hand, if, in a term u~ "" u% of the right-hand side of (34), all 
UA, ,..., UA,, are the maximal submaps, then 
I s(u** ... u~,)l < t ,(u,1)1 + ..- + ] s(u~) l  
~< o(A) + . + o(f,.) (36) 
because, by assumption, there exists a nondisjoint pair within a set of 
s(uAx),..., S(UA,,). Thus, for every term of right-hand side of (34), the inequality 
of t S(UA~ "'" UA,,)] < o(f~) + "'" + o) f~)  holds. Therefore, o( f  1 "" f,~) < 
o(fl) q- ... + o( f~)  by Lemma 5. Namely, (29) does not hold. Q.E.D. 
5. POLYNOMIALS AND ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS 
In this section, the order of analog Perceptron described as a polynomial 
or an analytic function will be discussed as application examples of the results 
obtained in the previous sections. For this purpose, a lemma is prepared. 
LI~MMA 22. Consider a fami ly  of  functions, i.e., D: = {f; f (x  1 ,..., x~,) = 
x~l ... xL-, r 1 > 0,..., r~ > 0}. Let  f l  , . . . , f ,~ ~ IF. Then, the Perceptron g = 
a l f l  + "'" + amf,~ is of order n, where a~'s are nonzero real numbers. 
P ro@ By induction on n. Obvious in case of n = 1. Assume that the 
assertion holds in case of n - -  1. In case of n, we suppose that o(g) < n. 
Then, by the definition of order, there exist maps gl ,..., g,~ from E n-1 to E 
such that 
g(X)  = gl(X2 .... , xn) -~ "" -~-gn(Xl .... , x~z-1). 
Inserting 0 and 1 into x n of the above equation, we have, respectively, that 
0 = gl(x2 ,..., X•_ I ,  O) @ "" @ g~_l(xl  .... , xn_2, O) : :  g~(x I .... , x~_l) , 
g(x~ ,..., x,,,_, , 1) : g~(x~ ,..., xn_x , 1) + "" + g~_~(x, ..... x~-2 ,  1) 
+ g~(xl  ,..., x~_l). 
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Substracting sidewise, we have that 
g(x 1 ,..., X¢z_l, 1)  = h l (X  2 . . . .  , x . .1 )  A C " "  + h ._ l (X  1 , . . . ,  x.n_2) , 
where 
h~(y~ .... , Y~-2) = g~(Yl ,..., Y,~-2 , 1) --  gi(Ya ,..., Yn-2 , 0). 
Hence, the order of g(x  1 ,..., x~_ 1 , 1) is smaller than or equal to n --  2. But 
this contradicts the inductive hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 23. The Perceptron f (X )  = (x 1 + "" + xn) m is of  order 
rain{n, m}, where n, m = 1, 2 ..... 
Proof. (1) In case of n = m. In view of polynominal formula, f (X )  is 
written as 
m! 
f (X )  -~ Z ml  t ... m,zl x~! ... x~", (37) 
where ~ means a sum with respect to every set of integers such that 
m 1 q- "" + m~ ---- m and mi ~ O. In (37), we shall denote by g the sum of 
terms such that at least one of m 1 ,..., m~ is zero, and also denote by h the 
sum of residual terms. Since the cardinality of the support of  each term in g 
is smaller than n, o(g) < n. By Lemma 22, o(h) ~- n. Hence, by (1) of 
Theorem 15, o( f )  = o(g + h) = max{o(g), o(h)} = n. 
(2) In case of n > m. In (37), we shall denote by g the sum of terms such 
that m I -~ 1,..., mz ~ 1, and also denote by h the sum of residual terms. 
Noting the inequality of n > m, we can see that each term in g is of the form 
xi 1 "'" x i .  Thus, each term is of order m by Proposition 7 in Uesaka (1971). 
Hence, every term in g is global. Since all supports of those terms are mutually 
distinct, o(g) ~ m by (2) of Corollary 16. On the other hand, noting again 
the inequality of n > m, we see that the cardinality of the support of each 
terms is smaller than m. Hence, by the definition of order, o(h) < m. 
By (1) of Theorem 15, therefore, o( f )  = o(g + h) =- max{o(g); o(h)} = 
o(g) = m. Q.E.D. 
Furthermore, the following evaluation of order is obtained for more 
general polynomials. 
THEOREM 24. A polynomial  
f (X )  = 
i 1 . . . . .  /n=O 
a~l ~,x/1 --. x~, (38) 
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which is convergent at every point U C E n, is of order max{A(il) + ". + h(in); 
aq ." in v ~ 0}, where A is defined for a nonnegative integer j as 
0, if j = 0; 
A(j) = 1, if j~  1. (39) 
Proof. Let k = max{A(il) + -" @ A(i~); a i - "  i n @ 0}. Let g be the sum 
of terms such that ai~ "-" i n @ 0 and h(il) - /  -'- @ A(i~) = k, and let h be the 
sum of residual terms. Furthermore, we decompose g as gl + "'" ~- g~,  
where g¢ is a sum of terms having the identical support. Then, by Lemma 22, 
o(gl) --  - -  O(gN)  = k. Since the supports of gl , ' " ,  gJv are all k in cardi- 
nality, all of g~ .... , gN are global. And by definition of those, s(g~) ..... s(g:v) 
are mutually distinct. So, by (2) of Corollary 16, o(g) = o(g 1 -[- "" + g~v) -~ k. 
On the other hand, since the cardinality of support of each term in h is 
smaller than k, o(h) < k by the definition of order. By (1) of Theorem 15, 
therefore, o( f )  = o(g -k h) -~ max{o(g), o(h)} = k. Q.E.D. 
Straightforward application of this theorem enables us to determine the 
order of a Perceptron which computes the mth moment with respect o the 
mean of every components x~'s of X = (x 1 .... , xn)~ E% Evidently, any 
moment with respect o the origin is of order 1. 
--1 f¢ P~OPOSITmN 25. Let ~ = n ~i~1 x, . Then, the Perceptron 
- 
f (X )  = (x~ --  x) ~ (40) 
is of order min{n, m}, 
Proof. By binominal and polynominal formulas, (40) can be written as 
f(x) 
j=0 
× I ~ jfl J!'"jfl X~I "'" X~nXm-Jt~ ~ " (41) 
Suppose that m ~> n. Then, noting that in (41) the term with j = m and 
j x  - -  - - in  = 1 has the form of a x l " -x~,  where a is a constant, we 
have that o( f )  : -  n by the inequality o( f )  ~ n and Theorem 24. Suppose 
that m~n.  I f  j - -m,  j l  - -  - - jm = 1, and J~+l -- - - j~  =0 for 
instance, then A(jl) + ... ~- A(j, + m - - j )  @ "" + h(j~) takes the maximum 
value m. Hence, o( f )  = m, Q.E.D. 
643/27/3-2 
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One of most ineresting applications of Theorem 24 is to a Perceptron 
expressed as an analytic function. For this application, we shall employ 
Corollary 1 (Collapsing Theorem) given in Uesaka (1971). We prepare two 
retinas: R 1 = {xl ,..., x~} and R 2 ~- {Yl ,..., Y~}. We denote a map ~b from 
EIR~I to EIR~I as 
Y = (Yl .... , Ym) = (~bl(X),'", ~bm(X)) --~ ~b(X) 
for X e EIRI. Let g be a Perceptron defined on V C EIR~I. Then f defined as 
S(X) = g(Y) = g($(X)) 
for X E U = ~b-l(V), is called "a Perceptron on U induced from g by f . "  
The following relation holds between the orders o f f  and g (Uesaka, 1971). 
LEMMA 26. Ire: Ei-~ll -->. EIR~I is one-to-one and onto, and 
I s(¢DI ~ 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  m, 
I s(~b71)l ~< 1 for j = 1 ..... n, 
theno(f) =o(g). 
THEOREM 27. Assume that a Perceptron f e U is real analytic on U. 
Then, f is of order 
aq+'"+i.f Ol" 
o(f) =max 1~(il)+ "'" +)~(in);3ZaU, [" c~.77, ~-~x~, , ]x=z* 
Proof. Since f is real analytic at any point Z ~ U, f can be expanded in 
Taylor series on the neighborhood V(Z) of Z: 
/ (x )  = 7 .  (x~ - ~)  ~ + ' + (~" - ~)  ~ f (~ .... , z.) 
where 
= ~ a,~...~,(x~ -- ~)~' " (~,  --  ~ j " ,  
i I . . . . .  ~n=O 
1 [ ~il+'"+inf ] 
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Let 
Ox~ lOq+'''+i"f''" 0x~- ] 0}, 
and let g(Y) - - f (Y  q- Z). Then, we can write 
g(Y) = ~ a. . vq... in 
~1" 'Zndl  Yn  ' 
i 1 . . . . .  ni=O 
Hence, the order of if, which is obtained from g by restricting the domain 
of g to 
~7 = y ;  y = x - z ,  x e v(z)},  
is k(Z) by Theorem 24. 
Now, let f be a Pereeptron obtained from f by restricting the domain of 
f to V(Z). In Lemma 26, we define R a = {xa ,..., x~}, R 2 = {Yz ...... y~}, and 
for X ~ EIRll 
Y = ¢(x )  = (¢1(x),..., ¢ , (x ) )  
= ( .1  - 81  . . . .  , x .  - z . ) .  
Then, f is a Perceptron induced from ~ by qg, and ¢ is one-to-one and onto 
with ] s(~bi) l = I s(¢71)[ = l. Hence, by Lemma 26, o(f) = o(~,) = k(Z). 
Noting that o(f) >i- o(f) by the definition of order, we have that VZ e U, 
o(f) ~ k(Z), i.e., o(f) ~ max{K(Z); Z~ V}. 
Now, with attention to f being analytic on U, we consider a partition of 
U such that, with an index set M, 
v=uw~,  
v~M 
Vl~,veM, l~=/=v~ W,,n W~= Z 
and for every v e M there exist a Z, e W~ and its neighborhood V(Z~) D W,, 
such that f can be expanded on V(Z,) in the power series. Since f is analytic 
at every point Z E U, such partition is obviously possible by taking a suffi- 
ciently fine partition U~ W,. Letting f~ be a power series for f on V(Z~), 
we have that o(f~) ~ max{k(Z); ZE U} by the above argument. Let S be 
the family of all subsets of R = {x 1 ,..., x,~} whose cardinality are smaller than 
or equal to max{k(Z); Z ff U}. Furthermore, let the equation 
A~S 
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be a normal representation forf~ with respect to S. Expressing f by thisfi as 
f=  Z UA~ 
Ae$ 
uA(X ) = u~)(X) for X ~ W,,, 
we have obviously that, for every A e S, [S(UA)] <~ max{k(Z); Z E U}. 
Hence, o(f)  ~ max{k(Z); Ze  U} by Lemma 5. Combining this with the 
former result, we have finally that o(f)  = max{k(Z); Z E U}, i.e., we obtain 
the result of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 28. I f ,  for a Perceptron f E U which is real analytic on U, 
there exists Z ~ U such that 
[ exl = : ex. ] x_z o, 
then f is global, i.e., o(f)  = n. 
Proof. Obvious from the inequality of o(f)  ~ n and Theorem 27. 
Q.E.D. 
For example, considerf(X) = sin(alx 1 + ... + anxn) , where a t :/: 0. Since 
sin Onf/Ox 1 "'" Ox~ = ~a 1 "" a n eos(alxl + ." + anxn), 
and there exists evidently X for which 3"f/3x I ... 3x~ v~ O, so sin(alx 1+""  + 
a~x,) is of order n by Corollary 28. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We investigated the methods using decompositions in additive or muhipli- 
cative form in order to evaluate the order of analog Perceptrons. As an 
application of the results, we valuated the order of Perceptron expressible in
a polynominal or an analytic function. 
The class of Perceptrons, of which the order can be determined by using 
methods described in both the paper by Uesaka (1971) and the present paper, 
contains such Perceptrons that are invariant under a group, to which the 
collapsing theorem is applicable, that can be easily decomposed into additive 
or multiplicative form, and that can be expressed in a polynomial or an 
analytic function. Thus, it will become an Open interesting theme to enlarge 
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the range of Perceptrons, of which order can be evaluated, from the class of 
analytic functions to the class of differentiable functions and, furthermore, 
to that of continuous functions. 
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